Sewing Technique: Hand-Worked Keyhole Buttonhole
Keyhole buttonholes are used to provide extra strength, especially if you are using a button with
a shank. Cotton covered polyester thread is ideal, the packaging should indicate button
usage.

1. Determine how

large to make your
buttonhole by
adding the width
and height of the
button plus 1/8”. We
add the 1/8” so that
the hole is large
enough without
being too snug.

2. Mark the
placement for your
buttonhole opening
on the exterior of the
garment in
accordance with
your pattern.

3. Once you have a marking to indicate buttonhole placement use
a marking pencil to draw a stitch depth guideline approximately 1/8”
around the perimeter of the buttonhole marking. The perimeter will
be squared on one end and rounded on the other. The rounded end
is closest to the finished edge of the garment, creating the shape of
a keyhole.
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4. With a small pair of sharp scissors, cut along the line
that marks the buttonhole opening. Add two diagonal
snips in the rounded part of the buttonhole, this will
help to create the keyhole shape.

5. For a more finished look, you can choose to cord
the buttonhole with heavy-duty thread, buttonhole
twist, or fine string. Cut a length of cord and knot it so
that it fits loosely around the buttonhole. Place the
cord around the buttonhole so that the knotted end
is at the squared side of the buttonhole. Whipstitch
around the edges of the buttonhole to tack the
cording in place.

6. For a finished look cover with a buttonhole
stitch. To create a buttonhole stitch, start on the
bottom edge, working from right to left from the
squared end. Pierce fabric from behind close to
the raw edge, and tie a knot at the raw edge to
secure the thread. Loop thread up to the left and
then down to the right forming a C shape. Insert
needle through the buttonhole and up from the
underside, keeping the C shape under both the
point and the eye of the needle. Use your stitch
depth markings as a guide to determine how long
your stitches should be. Pull needle up through the
fabric and away from you so that the knot lies on
the inner edge of the buttonhole. Place stitches
close together so that the knots lining the raw inner
edges.

7. Continue the buttonhole stitch around the entire opening,
fanning the stitches as you come to the keyhole.
8. When you are back to the squared end, sew several long stitches
across the entire length of the squared end, working in the same
direction as the previous buttonhole stitches. Trim and tuck cording,
hiding the knot under the stitches. Next cover the long stitches with a
set of perpendicular buttonhole stitches.
9. Trim and tuck all threads.

Industry Standards for a Well-Constructed Buttonhole
o Buttonholes are an equal distance apart
o Buttonhole is the correct length and width for button to fit through
o Buttonhole is neat in appearance on right and wrong side of the fabric
o Buttonhole is flat and attractive
o Buttonhole is positioned so button is secured when garment is being worn
o Buttonhole is evenly slashed and excess threads are trimmed
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